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EXT. PIEDMONT PARK - DAY1 1

Screen says 3 years and 1 day ago as a man selling drinks 

near the playground is approached by Melissa and her daughter

MELISSA

hey Pat, how you doing?

PAT

much better now that I'm seeing you

sunshine, how you doing Melissa?

MELISSA

I'm good, we wanted to come say hey,

this is Lisa

PAT

my my what a beautiful child, how

old are you Lisa?

Lisa turns into her mom shyly

MELISSA

she's 6

PAT

well Lisa it's your lucky day! wanna

know why?

LISA

why?

PAT

because I decided that I'm gonna

give away a soda to the most

beautiful girl I could find and

you're the winner. what kinda soda

you want kiddo?

LISA

Cherry coke

PAT

that your favorite soda?

Lisa nods shyly

PAT

me too kiddo, here you go
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pat hands Lisa a soda

MELISSA

what do you say Lisa?

LISA

thank Mr. Pat

PAT

you can just call me Pat and I'll

tell you what anytime you see me

here the sodas on me sound good?

Melissa her head

MOTHER

pat.

PAT

Melissa. come on

LISA

I like soda

PAT

see she's just like her

MELISSA

PAT!

PAT

she's just like her uncle pat.

pat puts his head down

PAT

I'm sorry to hear about Jerry, he

was too young

MELISSA

yeah he's in a better place now

PAT

did he have life insurance?

MELISSA

what do you think?

PAT

guess a guy like that can't really

prove his income

pat reaches into his pocket and goes to give Melissa a stack 

of cash
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MELISSA

I can't take this pat

PAT

yes you can, think of it as my child

support

LISA

what's child support?

MELISSA

it's nothing sweetie, here go

play,I'll hold your soda

Lisa goes to the playground

PAT

look miss, just take it

pat tries to give Melissa money again

MELISSA

pat no. really we're good. keep your

money.

PAT

So if jerry didn't have life

insurance, and I know you ain't

working, what are you guys doing for

money?

MELISSA

we're making it work

PAT

miss don't tell me you

MELISSA

I said we're making it work

PAT

that's a slippery slope miss

MELISSA

it's not like i'm doing any serious

stuff, I keep a low profile and I

use Jerrys old connections so I know

I can trust the stuff that does come

in.

PAT

miss why won't you just let me take

care of you guys so Lisa doesn't

have to be exposed to that life
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MELISSA

pat. it's none of your business,

we're fine and I know what I'm doing

PAT

just promise me you'll be careful

miss.

MELISSA

I promise pat.

PAT

so now that Jerry's gone, you think

I can start coming around and get to

know Lisa?

MELISSA

I don't know Pat, this is the first

time I've been able to get her out

of the house since Jerry passed.

Telling her Jerry wasn't her real

dad would just confuse her

PAT

yeah but Miss I wanna get to know my

Lisa comes running back

LISA

momma I'm hungry can we get some

food?

MELISSA

sure sweetie, we'll see you later

Pat

Melissa leans over and gives Pat a hug

MELISSA

give your uncle pat a hug Lisa

Pat bends down and opens his arms for a hug, Lisa too shy 

turns into Melissa

MELISSA

aww it's ok sweetie

pat stands back up

PAT

guess I gotta give you a candy bar

next time for that hug huh?

MELISSA
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we'll see you around Pat, say Bye

Lisa

LISA

bye bye

PAT

bye bye sweetie, be good for your

mom ok

CUT TO:

EXT. PIEDMONT PARK - DAY2 2

Modern day comes on screen and it is summertime in Piedmont 

park as a boyfriend and girlfriend picnic in the meadow of 

Piedmont park

GIRLFRINED

babe why don't you slow down on the

beers

BOYFRIEND

why don't you fuck off?

GIRLFRINED

why are you like this?

BOYFRIEND

why are you such a bitch?

GIRLFRINED

oh fuck you

CUT TO

INT. SUBURBAN HOME LIVING ROOM - DAY3 3

Tommy and Jimmy are in the heat of a sales pitch to a 

housewife with Tommy nodding off as he talks. Tommy and Jimmy 

are dirty and grime-y, and are dressed in raggedy suits

TOMMY

so look you ain't gotta, fucking

fuck can I smoke in here?

HOUSEWIFE

I'd prefer you not

Tommy lights up a cig

TOMMY
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you know the book of genesis has a

great thing about forgiveness, show

show show her Jimmy

JIMMY

yes ma'am the book of genesis is in

the Bible and you know it's uh it's

uh

HOUSEWIFE

Excuse me but is your friend on

drugs?

TOMMY

hey! I ain't this queers friend

aight? Look bitch you ain't doing

shit why don't you just buy this

fucking bible and believe in

something?

HOUSEWIFE

HOW DARE YOU! this is the lords book

and you're a demon tying to sell it

TOMMY

if I'm demon then what's that make a

pastor? don't he get paid to sell

this shit like me?

JIMMY

ma'am I apologize he's under a lot

of stress

TOMMY

don't apologize to this cunt, look

she's yanking your chain Jim. you

see anything new in this shit hole?

let's stop wasting our Time

HOUSEWIFE

yeah why don't you leave

TOMMY

you know Adam and Eve had it all,

looks like you and husband too, well

all but good sex, was he in a

fraternity? you know those frat guys

can't fuck for shit. just small

dicks and fragile egos

HOUSEWIFE

I'm afraid I'm going to ask you to

leave for the last time before I

call cops
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jimmy starts packing up

JIMMY

I'm so sorry ma'am

TOMMY

relax bitch, you ain't even seen

cops before, look at you in this

fucking house, your pussy really

this good? I recommend you read up

on the book of John 3:16, maybe that

can save your soul.

EXT. SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY4 4

Tommy and Jimmy walk outside in a suburban neighborhood 

smoking cigarettes

TOMMY

you can't take it personally jimmy,

some people are just assholes

because they just live in fear.

JIMMY

But i'm scared when I hit these

doors

TOMMY

you think I ain't? I hate doing this

but I don't let that stop me

JIMMY

why do you do this Tommy?

TOMMY

I got a girl

Tommy shows jimmy a picture

JIMMY

she's pretty, she your wife?

TOMMY

no she won't talk to me no more on a

count of me stalking her

JIMMY

why you stalk her?

TOMMY

cause she's pure

JIMMY
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pure?

TOMMY

yeah she's prettier than all these

kardashian girls, they all fake and

shit. See Melissa, she's real. She

don't even need no make up

JIMMY

so why ain't you together?

TOMMY

cuz she's with this rich guy who

does real estate n that's why im

doing this to get rich

JIMMY

so what happens when you get rich?

you gonna go sweep her off her feet?

TOMMY

well first ima a get a gun and shoot

her boyfriend so we can be together

then once he's out the way we'll run

away to Mexico together

JIMMY

why mexico?

TOMMY

because she's Mexican it's her

natural place, she's here illegally

but I don't judge she's just doing

what she's gotta do

JIMMY

aren't we all just trying to

survive?

TOMMY

yeah yeah something like that

CUT TO:

EXT. MELISSA HOUSE -  DAY5 5

Jimmy and Thomas knock on the front door and Lisa answers. 

Melissas house is rough shape, yard overrun and house dilated 

and filled with junk

TOMMY

hi there little girl is your mommie

home?
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Lisa runs and gets her mom and it's Melissa

MELISSA

Can I help you gentlemen?

TOMMY

we're hoping you can ma'am you see

my associate and I sell bibles

MELISSA

we're not interested

TOMMY

oh well you should be, I don't see a

ring on your finger shouldn't you be

married if you have kids?

MELISSA

that's none of your business

TOMMY

oh but ma'am as a concerned

Christian I believe it is. you see

if you don't repent now the lord

will send you and your children

straight to hell. do you want your

little girl to suffer for eternity

because you were so selfish?

MELISSA

you're quite pushy

MELISSA

no ma'am, I'm honest. and you can

ask to us to leave but that will

still leave you going straight to

hell. where is your husband?

MELISSA

he passed away a few years ago

TOMMY

that why you gave up on God?

Melissa stands speechless

TOMMY

you gonna buy a fucking bible or

what bitch

Melissa smirks and looks at Jimmy

LITTLE GIRLS MOM
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Charming son of a bitch ain't he?

Get your ass in here Tommy

Tommy lights another cig and walks in

MELISSA

what you need today Tommy boy?

smack, crack, or wack ass weed?

TOMMY

the usual there Ms Melissa, I ain't

got no needles though, you got any

needles?

MELISSA

they used but I know you ain't give

a shit

Thomas pops a squat on a chair and begins to tie off to shoot 

up. Lisa watches from the corner

MELISSA

Lisa, sweetie why don't you go

outside and play. Mommie and her

friends are going to talk about

adult stuff, go on get out of here!

JIMMY

is this herion?

TOMMY

look I ain't no junkie alright, this

is my church for the week. you just

wait Jimmy once we get right with

god we'll sell a shit ton of bibles

Thomas begins to shoot up and slowly fades out of 

consciousness.

MELISSA

hey!Tommy! Tommy!

Melissa slapping Thomas across the face

MELISSA

hey! Hey! you ain't fucking sleeping

here again I gotta watch my fucking,

now here help tie me off

Thomas half awake begins to help Melissa shoot up

TOMMY

how much I owe you for today?
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MELISSA

for you Tommy $40, what's up with

your friend here? he awfully quiet

he a cop or something?

TOMMY

ah no that's just jimmy he don't say

much, he don't done none of this

junk he too straight edge

Melissa shoots up

MELISSA

well tell him, tell him, tell him

Melissa passes out, Tommy taps her face but Melissa just lays 

there

TOMMY

ok well she's out

Tommy grabs back his $40

TOMMY

ok lets go we got work to do

Tommy falls over as he gets up and leans on Jimmy. The little 

girl plays in the front yard watch Tommy fall down the stairs 

high as hell and lay down in the yard and jimmy struggle to 

pick him up

CUT TO:

INT. CHURCH OFFICE - DAY6 6

a strung out herion addicted priest walks into his church 

office

RECEPTIONIST

you don't look so good father Daniel

are you okay?

FATHER DANIEL

my child the lord has forsaken my

sleep

RECEPTIONIST

you look ill father, shall I call

the Parrish doctor?

FATHER DANIEL

no need my child, I will get myself

to the doctor after service this
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weekend. have the offerings come in

yet?

RECEPTIONIST

yes father they are on your desk,

are you sure you don't want to call

a doctor? you shouldn't be working

if you're feeling bad let one of the

deacons lead service this

father Daniel interrupts

FATHER DANIEL

enough! it is a sin to pry in others

business. Leave me be, this sickness

is between me and the lord.

The priest goes into his offices and closes and locks the 

door behind him, he looks around and goes through the 

offerings and grabs the cash he can, stuffs it in his pocket 

and leaves.

CUT TO

EXT. MELISSA’S HOUSE - DAY7 7

Jimmy and Tommy walk through the cul de sac when they see a 

priest walk by them, they nod and tip their caps. The priest 

walks unto Melissa's house

TOMMY

hm, at least he ain't touching kids

CUT TO:

INT/EXT. MELISSA HOUSE - DAY8 8

The priest approaches Melissa's door and knocks, Melissa 

answers already high on heroin

MELISSA

oh hello there Father Daniel, come

for the blood of Jesus have you?

the priest says nothing, hands Melissa a handful of cash. 

Melissa counts it

MELISSA

well come on in father

the father enters and sits, and rolls up his sleeve as 

Melissa gets him ready, the father unlooses his collar and 
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ties off his arm

MELISSA

this is some real heavenly shit

father, some of my best yet

Melissa shoots up the priest

FATHER DANIEL

ahhh ahhh ahhhhhhh

MELISSA

some good shit huh?

Melissa begins to tie her self off, as the priest fades out 

of consciousness. Melissa overdoses and dies

FADE TO:

INT. MELISSAS LIVING ROOM - LATE AFTERNOON9 9

The priest sits passed out as Melissa lays on the floor dead. 

Melissa's daughter confused and afraid is trying to wake her 

up

MELISSA DAUGHTER

mommy? momma, mommie!

the priest awakes

FATHER DANIEL

oh no, father please

the priest tries to bring her back to life

FATHER DANIEL

little girl go call 911!

MELISSA DAUGHTER

what's wrong with my mommy?!

FATHER DANIEL

CALL 911!

the father stares at Melissa as her daughter runs out of the 

room to call 911. the priest goes to the child and hands her 

a rosary

FATHER DANIEL

pray this child, pray this and know

God is with you

the priest grabs his bag he bought and runs out
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CUT TO

EXT. MELISSA’S HOUSE - DUSK10 10

Jimmy and Tommy walk by one more time and see emergency crews 

parked out front as the little girl wails as the mom is 

carried out of the house in a body bag. Tommy stops dead in 

his tracks.

TOMMY

we gotta get the fuck outta here!

fuck man!

CUT TO:

INT. CONFESSION BOOTH - DUSK11 11

The priest sits in a confession chamber confessing his sins 

to another priest

FATHER DANIEL

father forgive me for I have sinned

PREIST 2

what are your sins Father Daniel

FATHER DANIEL

father I have misused my power and

have done so without remorse

PREIST 2

my son, do not fear for god will

forgive

FATHER DANIEL

father I fear I have ventured too

far Gods forgiveness

priest one hands priest two the rolled up paper bag of heroin

PREIST 2

my son, do not torture yourself for

God knows you are human

FATHER DANIEL

father forgive me but I must leave

now

priest 2 examines the bag, it has needles and heroin

PREIST 2

Go In peace my son
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CUT TO:

EXT. UNDER A BRIDGE - NIGHT12 12

Tommy and Jimmy sit out front of a tent under an underpass. 

Tommy starts unrolling a sleeping bag, Jimmy watches

TOMMY

look you can stay long as you want

but I ain't splitting any food with

you and if you try any queer shit

I'll kill ya. now get some sleep we

gotta big day tomorrow

JIMMY

how'd you know that lady earlier?

TOMMY

what lady queer boy? I don't know

what the fuck you're talking about

and if anyone comes asking questions

that's our story got it?

JIMMY

I got it Tommy.

Tommy lays down

JIMMY

hey Tommy, I gotta ask ya why you

selling these bibles?

TOMMY

what you got a problem with it?

JIMMY

no no, it's just you ain't the most

christian person

TOMMY

First of all I'm the most christian

person you've ever met, I don't sell

bibles, I sell truth. All these

mother fuckers we talked to today

act christian but yet a kick a man

out of their house for selling the

word of god. Acting so high and

mighty, fuck them I tell em how it

really is and if they can't handle

it then that ain't my problem.

JIMMY

yeah but you were also high as hell
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TOMMY

I'm human ain't I?

CUT TO

INT/EXT. PRIEST TWO HOME - NIGHT13 13

the priest locks the door behind him, locks the bathroom door 

and begins to tie off to shoot up herion

as he shoots up he kicks the bag of herion under his bathroom 

mat

CUT TO:

INT. FATHER DANIEL HOUSE - NIGHT14 14

priest closes and locks the door behind him, he grabs a rope 

and hangs himself

CUT TO:

EXT. UNDER A BRIDGE - MORNING15 15

Screen says the Next Day

JIMMY

where you heading Tommy?

TOMMY

Mexico. Gonna find me a pure sweetie

and some chili peppers

JIMMY

why you leaving?

TOMMY

I ain't gone be around when the cops

start asking questions about Melissa

JIMMY

can I come with ya?

TOMMY

mexico ain't you jimmy. you gonna

die someday and if you went to

mexico you'd die sooner than you're

supposed to

JIMMY
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but I'm gone die anyway might as

well die down in Mexico with you

Tommy

TOMMY

I can't babysit you all the way to

Mexico Jimmy

JIMMY

never figured you for the quittin

type Tommy, don't matter to me much

tho. dead or alive this life

useless.

Tommy lights a cigarette and shares it with Jimmy

JIMMY

I've seen rich men, poor men,

sinners and saints all die. know

what it taught me? if you ain't busy

living you dying. you gone be living

down in Mexico Tommy?

TOMMY

sure hope so

JIMMY

you think someone after you?

TOMMY

not someone, something; life. I done

borrowed and stole a lot of it and

its coming to collect, I can't stick

around here and see it happen

JIMMY

am I ever gonna see you again Tommy?

TOMMY

next time around Jimmy, next time

around.

CUT TO

EXT. PRIEST TWO HOUSE - MORNING16 16

two police officers knock on his door

PREIST 2

morning officers, can I help you

gentlemen?

COP 1
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morning father louie, I hate to bug

you but we have a couple questions

to ask you

FATHER LOUIE

in regards to what?

COP 2

father Daniel killed himself last

night and we found a bag of herion

and used needles at his house. he

was last seen leaving your

confession

FATHER LOUIE

Oh my

COP 1

we hate to bother you with you this,

but can we come in for a moment?

FATHER LOUIE

of course

the cops enter and father louie goes to the kitchen. Cop 1 

sits on the couch, cop 2 stays standing

FATHER LOUIE

can I grab you gentlemen a coffee?

COP 2

no

COP 1

coffee sounds great Father Louie

father louie walks over with two coffees and hands one to cop 

1

COP 1

thank you father, so did Father

Daniel mention anything to you last

night in confession that might have

sounded suspicious?

FATHER LOUIE

my son I apologize but I am not of

liberty to disclose that, it goes

against the sacrament of confession.

what is spoke in confession stays in

confession.

COP 2

ain't that convenient?
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COP 1

forgive my partner father, he had to

console a now orphaned 6 year old

last night, her mother died of a

herion overdose

FATHER LOUIE

my lord

COP 1

yeah, look father we don't want to

upset you but you were father

Daniel's mentor and we just gotta do

our due diligence here. Is there

anything you can tell us about his

behavior recently?

FATHER LOUIE

he committed suicide right? I don't

understand why I'm getting

questioned

COP 1

you're not being accused of anything

father we could just use some help

FATHER LOUIE

well my son, I know he wasn't

feeling well but outside of a cold I

can't recall him saying anything of

a herion addiction. I had no idea he

himself was addicted

cop 1 looks over and sees the bathroom door left a little 

open and sees it's a mess and has a worn belt strung out on 

the shower curtain. Father louie noticing jumps in

FATHER LOUIE

now that I think of it, his church

was reporting a tampering of

offering funds, you boys might want

to check with his congregation about

that

COP 1

hmm that's something

cop 1 looks over to cop 2 and finishes his coffee and gets up

COP 1

well we tried, thank you for your

time father. here's my card if you

hear anything just let us know ok?
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FATHER LOUIE

absolutely my son

as the cops are leaving cop 1 turns around

COP 1

oh and clean up that bathroom maybe

father, a messy house has got to be

a sin somewhere in the Bible

FATHER LOUIE

ah someones been listening on

Sundays, have a blessed day my son

COP 1

you too father.

louie shuts the door, runs to the bathroom and franticly 

flushes what herion and needles he can down the toilet but 

doesn't notice the herion underneath his bath mat

CUT TO

EXT. PIEDMONT PARK - MORNING17 17

Pat sits at the park talking to Tommy

TOMMY

holy fucking shit Pat, get this

PAT

Tommy man can you not, I'm tying to

make a living and you're scaring

away all my clientele

TOMMY

you gotta hear this shit Pat, so

this plug I goto she OD's on her own

shit

PAT

hey a happy story

TOMMY

it gets better, so this fucking

cuntbag shoots up and dies off her

own supply then I hear she and this

priest had been running H to all the

preists in the city. The priest she

partnered with sees her OD, flees

the scene goes home and hangs

himself.
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PAT

Jesus fucking Christ, at least he

wasn't touching kids

TOMMY

nope just needles. serves em both

right fuck em both the miserable

degenerates

PAT

weren't you buying heroin from her?

TOMMY

yeah I picked up from her but that

fucking priest was stealing cash

from the church to pay for the shit

and the bitch was running H out of

the house her kid lived in

PAT

damn poor kid

TOMMY

yeah now the little fucker be stuck

in social services because her dad

already dead and her mom ain't shit

PAT

wait the dad died? when he'd die?

TOMMY

fuck I look like office of public

records? fuck If I know, point is

this kid is fucked, social services

just gonna pass the kid around like

her moms needles

PAT

so what about you, what are you

gonna do?

TOMMY

im going to Mexico, find me a pure

señorita and some chilli peppers

PAT

maybe you don't stalk this one huh?

TOMMY

hey too soon Pat, but this was a

wake up call for me. I was at that

cunts house hours before she died.

it's like I'm here for a real reason

you know? God finally sees me doing
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his work. otherwise I'd be buried

alongside that Melissa bitch. anyway

best of luck to you Pat

PAT

you're here for something alright

Tommy. Best of luck to you man, see

you in another life

TOMMY

I'll see you on the other side pat

Tommy walks away

PAT

wait! did you say Melissa?

TOMMY

ya bitch named Melissa roped up a

priest, shot up dope and left her

daughter to be a lost hope

PAT

that's my kid!

pat packs his shit up and runs

CUT TO:

EXT. PIEDMONT PARK - DAY18 18

A couple walks in the park. the boyfriend gets belligerently 

drunk and the girlfriend is concerned

BOYFRIEND

why you counting my drinks bitch?

boyfriend slaps the girl

GIRLFRINED

fuck you!

girlfriend swings on the boyfriend and the boyfriend holds 

off her attack

BOYFRIEND

let's go bitch

boyfriend starts dragging his girlfriend

GIRLFRINED

let me go asshole!
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boy friend backhands his girlfriend

BOYFRIEND

shut the fuck up cunt

CUT TO:

EXT. BOYFRIENDS CAR - DAY19 19

the boyfriend throws his girlfriend in the car

GIRLFRINED

you shouldn't be driving! you're a

fucking retard

BOYFRIEND

I'll fucking kill you bitch!

boyfriend slams the peddle to the floor and floors it and the 

girlfriend grabs the wheel

GIRLFRINED

WHAT ARE YOU DOING

BOYFRIEND

LET GO THE WHEEL BITCH!

Tommy walks by dancing and singing like John Voigt to wild 

thing but it's to Mexico by James Taylor

TOMMY

Ooooo Mexico! It sounds simple I got

to go

Tommy gets ran over by the boyfriend and girlfriend

GIRLFRINED

AHHH! WE HIT SOMEBODY!

BOYFRIEND

FUCK!

boyfriend gets out, looks around, gets back in the car and 

peels out

BOYFRIEND

we will never speak of this

CUT TO:

INT. CHURCH BIBLE STUDY - AFTERNOON20 20
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father louie leads a bible study

FATHER LOUIE

today we will start our bible study

with a moment of silence for our

fallen father Daniel. gone to soon

and a reminder that we never know

the burden some of those closest to

us carry with them.

moment of silence

FATHER LOUIE

amen. in the book of Ecclesiastes,

we are reminded the ephemeral nature

of life. the meaninglessness of it.

Father Daniel took the easy way out

of this life. you see God gave man

life and earth and we found a way to

complicate it. Father Daniel was no

different. I am no different, the

wicked and cruel nature of this

world spares no man

CUT TO:

EXT. FATHER LOUIE HOUSE - AFTERNOON21 21

the cops bust into Father Louies house with a warrant, they 

search through his shit and to find a bag of herion 

underneath his bath mat

They head into the church office

CUT TO:

INT. BIBLE STUDY - AFTERNOON22 22

FATHER LOUIE

the wicked prosper off the good and

the good suffer at the hands of the

wicked, regardless of your following

God. Good or evil we all die, we all

suffer. Perhaps we find hope in

salvation

CUT TO:

INT. CHURCH - AFTERNOON23 23

Cops storm through the hallway
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CUT TO:

INT. BIBILE STUDY - AFTERNOON24 24

FATHER LOUIE

perhaps we all die and that's it.

one may find solace in God, but know

it will only prolong your time here.

the only salvation we have comes

from making good use of useless life

we have here on earth

cops bust in

COP 2

Father louie you are under arrest

for your connection to Father

Daniel's herion ring.

Father louie submits and gets handcuffed by the cops

CUT TO:

INT. SOCIAL SERVICES OFFICE - DAY25 25

Pat comes running in and sees Lisa crying clinching a rosary 

as she waits to meet with the officer

PAT

LISA!

Lisa confused

LISA

uncle pat?

Pat reaches in his pocket and pulls out a candy bar

PAT

can I get that hug now?

FADE TO BLACK


